Abstract. Since the significantly low sampling rate and the determinacy of the measurement matrix, compressed sensing (CS) technique can be used for simultaneous image encryption and compression. However, some problems such as the huge size of the measurement matrix prevent its direct application. We find the solutions to the problems and design a simultaneous image encryption and compression scheme in this paper. Block CS and structural measurement matrix are employed for faster calculating speed and smaller storage space. Simulation results show circulant matrix constructed by Chen hyper chaotic permutation has a good performance in sparse signal projection. The proposed scheme has an obviously shorter encoding time than traditional image encryption and compression methods and its compression ratio is possible to be very high but limited by the current level of reconstruction technique. Security analysis also shows the proposed scheme has a robust security performance.
Introduction
Researchers devoted themselves on developing the image encryption and compression schemes in the past decades and many methods have been reported [1] [2] [3] . However, these algorithms suffer from the high computation complexity and compression ratio reduction caused by the embedded encryption [4] . We can find these compression methods have a common principle that is reducing redundancy, i.e., original signals can be divided into important component and unimportant component and we can recovery the initial image only with the information of the important part. Hence, there exists another way of compression that is directly storing the important component of the initial signal. This point is verified in the compressed sensing (CS) theory.
The CS is a new signal sampling paradigm which breaks through the limit of Nyquist rate in classical Shannon infor-mation theory. It was first proposed by Donoho [5] , Can-des [6] , and Tao [7] on the basement of signal decomposition and approximation theory. Compared to the conventional compression technique, the CS method can be used to ac-quire the compressed signal by projecting the sparse signal into low-dimensional space with a measurement matrix. We can reconstruct the initial signal with a few coefficients called sampled vector and the reconstruction relies on the knowledge of the measurement matrix used for sampling. Inspired by this, we find the CS technique can be utilized to design image encryption and compression scheme.
Measurement matrix is the key component of the scheme. It is pointed that the measurement matrix should satisfy the restricted isometry property (RIP) [8] or RIPless theory [9] so that the sampled vector could be successfully reconstructed. The common used random measurement ma-trix such as random iid Gaussian matrix is not suitable in image compression for its huge size and storage space. Therefore, we use the block CS and structurally circulant matrix to solve the problem. Compared to the global CS, block CS obviously narrows the size of the measurement matrix but the size is still relatively large which makes the measurement matrix inappropriate to be set as the key to the encryption. So, we adopt the structurally circulant matrix to measure the sparse signal. A hyper chaotic permutation is used to construct the circulant matrix. Due to the special structure, there is no need to store the whole measurement matrix and the initial values of the hyper chaotic system can be set as the key.
Some CS based image encryption algorithms have been reported [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Orsdemir et al. [10] analyze the security and robustness of the CS based encryption algorithm and verify this method is secure enough to resist brute force and struc-tured attacks. Encryption methods based on CS are provided in [11] [12] [13] , but the measurement matrices in these methods are all random matrices which are not easy to store. Endra and Rudy [14] proposed a simultaneous image compression-encryption scheme based on CS by using a novel method of optimized sensing matrix. However, we cannot find any dis-cussion on how to save the measurement matrix and they did not give the evaluation about compression performance. We propose the simultaneous image encryption and compression scheme and simulation results show that our scheme has a robust security performance and good compression performance.
Basic concepts

Compressed sensing
Sparse signal or signals which are able to be sparse repre-sented could be accurately reconstructed from limited meas-urements [15] . Consider a one dimension vector represent-ing a signal with a length of . In common is not sparse but it would be sparse represented by some transformations such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete wave-let transform (DWT), etc. The sparse representation can be expressed as
where Ψ is the orthogonal sparse matrix with a size of N N × . The 1-D vector X is compressible [15] and it is compressed as the following form
where Φ is incoherence measurement matrix with a size of M N × and M is much less than N . Y is the result of the linear projection and its length is M . But not any Φ is appropriate for the linear measuring. To successfully reconstruct the original signal, Φ should satisfy RIP. Because it is difficult to make the verification using RIP theory [16] , RIPless theory is proposed [9] and Φ satisfying isotropy property and incoherence property could be used for projection and reconstruction.
The recovery of the signal is an optimization problem. Many alternative models and relative reconstruction algo-rithm are proposed and we choose the minimum total varia-tion (min TV) algorithm here [7] . Equation (3) is the model. 
where total variation norm is defined as following. 
When it comes to a two dimensions signal like an image, the size of the measurement matrix is too large to store. Researchers began to use the structural random matrix to replace the common used random measurement matrix. [17, 18] used the structural random matrix to measure the signal and it is shown that storage space and projecting time are obviously reduced. Circulant matrices are used in [19, 20] to modify the computation performance of CS and [21] proved the circulant matrix based on chaotic permutation could be used as a measurement matrix.
Chen hyper chaos map
Hyper chaotic systems are well known for their excellent characteristic like pseudorandom and initial value sensitivity, etc. Chen hyper chaotic system is defined as follows. the system is hyper chaotic [22] . Hyper chaotic system has a higher instability and a better security performance [23] . Moreover the randomness of hyper chaos map can be utilized in measurement matrix construction.
Simultaneous image encryption and compression
In this section we give the detailed steps of the proposed scheme. It could be proved that Φ satisfies the RIPless theory by isotropy property and incoherence property verification used in [21] and we can construct different measurement matrices by changing the starting point . The initial values of and are the keys to the proposed scheme.
Secondly, we encrypt and compress the image I . The diagram is shown as Fig. 1 . We describe step by step. Fig.1 The diagram of the proposed scheme Run length encoding and Huffman encoding.
Complete.
Step Step 2: Measure the plain image I block by block and store the result in Y . Y is a double matrix and we transform Y into integer domain by the following command.
Step 3: Scramble Y on the basis of{ } 1
Step 4: Execute run length encoding and Huffman encoding and complete the compression Because this is a symmetric scheme, decryption and decompression is the inverse process of the afore-steps.
Simulation results and performance evaluations
In this section, compression ratio, running time of compression and results of encryption and decryption are given. We also provide the comparison between the proposed scheme and other image encryption and compression methods. At last, we analyze the key space and key sensitivity to varify the security performance of the proposed method. Test images are Aerial, Boat, Goldhall, Pentagon, Lena and Pepper. All experiments are proceeded in Matlab 2013 Ra.
Compression ratio
Ignoring the influence of entropy encoding, the theoretical compression ratio (CR) of our scheme is defined as The compression comparison between the proposed scheme and other image encryption and compression methods is shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , it seems that there is no obvious advantage for the proposed scheme in compression ratio. This is because we did not set the sampling rate as low as possible. In theory, the compression ratio of the proposed scheme could be very high only if the sampling rate is low enough. However, in current level of reconstruction technique, the reconstruction quality obviously reduces when the sampling rate drops. Therefore, the current compression ratio of CS based image encryption and compression methods would not be very high but there exists the possibility. In addition, its computation complexity is very low and its compression performance is not influenced by the embedded encryption. Table 2 shows the running time of compression in several image encryption and compression schemes. Due to the low computational complexity, our scheme speeds less time during compression. Fig. 2(a) is the original Lena image and Fig. 2(b) the decryption image with the right keys. It is shown that we can decrypt the image correctly by the proposed scheme but the reconstruction quality is not good for the low sampling rate. What's more, the reconstruction time is too long which needs to be improved. Fig. 2(c) is the encrypted image. We can see that the plain image is well masked. and decrypt the encrypted Lena image and the result is demonstrated in Fig. 2(c) . It shows that the proposed scheme is key sensitivity.
Running time of compression
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a simultaneous image encryption and compression scheme and gain well compression performance and robust security performance. During the experiments we also find some aspects such long reconstruction time and the limit of reconstruction quality waiting to be improved. The next work should be focused on reducing the recovery time and enhancing the level of reconstruction quality. With the development of CS technique, we believe the proposed scheme has greatness inside it.
